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Abstract:

Freedom of speech is a fundamental human rights. In Article 19 of United Nations

Declaration of Human Rights declared“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion

and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and

to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of

frontiers.”

China claims that the citizens of People’s Republic of China have the right of freedom

of speech in Chinese current Constitution. However, Chinese journalists are barely

able to express news freely, and the media freedom has become to a serious problem

in modern China. On the other hand, Taiwan’s media freedom is considered to be the

best in Asia according to Freedom House.

In this thesis, the author will research media freedom in China through a comparative

case study, where the differences between Chinese and Taiwanese media will be

explored. The thesis looks at how Chinese and Taiwanese media practice media

freedom and how the Chinese media is constrained.

As a comparative case study, Chinese and Taiwanese media reports on the Mong Kok

civil unrest in 2016 is used since the events in Hong Kong are of interest to both sets

of media. Both quantitative and qualitative research method was used to do the data

collection, and in analysis of the cases, critical discourse analysis is applied along

with Trilling’s three models.

The research shows that the Chinese and Taiwanese media displayed obvious

differences in their reporting of the Mong Kok civil unrest, they have different news

quantities, article size, photo usage, news angle, key messages and thematic structure,

as well as the means of expression. According to the analysis of these differences, the

Chinese media freedom was limited to a great extent. In addition, the Chinese media
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was socially constrained by the deep-rooted sense of Democratic Centralism and

Confucian value both in national leaders and citizens.
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1.Introduction

Since the 21st century, China has become to one of top power in global development.

The rapid growth in China’s military, politic, science and technology etc attracted

worldwide attention. As one of the fastest developing countries in economic

development, China plays an important role in international affairs. However, there

are many negative factors appeared within the rapid growth, for example, the serious

environmental pollution in recent years and the controversial issue about China’s

human rights. Concerning about the human rights in China, there is a Voice of

America (VOA) interview of Chris Smith, who is the American federal house of

representatives, Congress and the administrative department of China council

chairman of the joint chiefs of staff. It talked about the human rights issue in China in

2016. Chris said now is the worst situation of human rights in China since chairman

Mao years, the human rights issue includes the religion, women's rights, political

rights and freedom of speech, etc. According to his research, the freedom of assembly

and free speech are not well respected in China (VOA, 2016). On the contrary, The

State Council of Information Office of the People’s Republic of China(SCIO)

published a official document called “The progress of China’s human rights in 2014 ”

in 2015, it pointed out the basic human rights of Chinese people effectively ensured in

2014, the constitutional principles of “the state respect and safeguards human rights”

was implemented well. Moreover, in the speech freedom part, it indicated that the

public people can comment freely, provide criticism suggestions and discuss all sorts

of problem of state and society by news transmission media (SCIO, 2015) Thus, it is

necessary and interesting to research the China’s human rights.

Freedom of speech as a fundamental human right which had firmly rooted in the

structures of modern western democratic thought. The United Nations Declaration of

Human Rights (UNDHR), adopted by the general assembly in 1948 declared

“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes

freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart
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information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers ”in Article 19

(UN, 1948). Freedom of speech can be understood generally as containing the full

freedom of expression, including the creation and release of film, photos, songs,

dancing, and other various forms of expressive information. Most countries have

stipulated freedom of speech in their national constitution which including China, the

Article 35 of China’s current constitution declared that “Citizens of the People's

Republic of China (PRC) enjoy freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly, of

association, of procession and of demonstration.” (China, 1982)

The freedom of speech can be understood as individual behavior, the media freedom

is the individual behavior presented through the form of media. The public received a

variety of information from social media, the government could also get the different

voice of the commentator for official politic from all society. Hence, the media

freedom is necessary for the development of every state in the whole world. Media

freedom is a symbol of that media access to a independent status, it means the media

behavior is not suppressed by external forces.

China is considered “media not free” by Freedom House, the Chinese government has

a tight restriction for media journalists, mainly by a highly centralized censorship, and

also punishment such like jailing, job loss and close family members being threatened

and so on if they speak or write something against officials (Freedom House,2016).

Moreover, there is a committee of journalists was appeared that called ”Fifty Cent

Party” currently. It is popular in internet before and means the people who was hired

by someone to write the supportive comments, then it became to a group of journalists

that the group members just write or express the positive comments of government in

order to lead the public opinion. In addition, the president Xi, Jinping emphasized that

the responsibility of the media is respect, protect and work for Chinese Communist

Party (CCP) (RSF, 2016). In general, Chinese media freedom had already attracted

international concern, the press freedom constrained by a variety of pressures to a

large extent.
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However, in Taiwan, the media is highly free. According to the report of Reporters

without Borders (RSF), the global degree of press freedom showed a downward trend,

Taiwan keeps the position as last year even they are also exerted the pressures from

Chinese politics and economy. Taiwan still rankings in 51 out of 180 counties in the

world in 2016 world press freedom index (RSF, 2016), the number one of Asia. RSF

is an international non-profit, non-governmental organization that promotes and

defends freedom of information and freedom of the press and it has consultant status

at the UN. The press freedom index reflects the degree of freedom that journalists,

news organizations, and netizens enjoy in each country and the ranking partly based

on a questionnaire that asks questions about pluralism, media independence,

environment and self-censorship, legislative framework, transparency, and

infrastructure. (RSF, 2013) Thus, the ranking by RSF is a reliable sources.

In 1st,October, 1949, Chinese people achieved the great victory of the new-democratic

revolution and PRC was established, the Kuo Min Tang occupied in Taiwan and set

up the government of Republic of China, hence, the sovereignty and territorial issues

still be unresolved so far. China adheres the “One China”policy and build the peace

between Taiwan since 1979 by the ”One Country, Two systems” principle. Therefore,

Taiwan keeps the capitalist society so far. However, Taiwan and China have a similar

cultural background, so this thesis would focused on the great gap of press freedom

between China and Taiwan to research how Chinese media and Taiwanese media

practices press freedom on reporting internal news and analysis the differences by

comparison, searching the pressures of China’s press freedom.

1.1 Research problem
According to the introduction, Taiwan, which has a first rank on World Press Freedom

Index in Asia; China, which always in the last five position and even the President Xi

Jiping is on RSF’s list of predators of press freedom. Press freedom closely related to

the development of journalism and the basic human rights of all Chinese journalists.
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Unfortunately, there are not many researches that concerned about the gap of press

freedom between China and Taiwan, as well as the hidden pressures of Chinese press

freedom. This is an interesting question that Taiwan has a similar cultural background

and different regimes with China, the degree of press freedom has a very great

difference between them. Thus, how media freedom is shaped in different regimes?

This question can be studied by comparing China and Taiwan.

1.2 Research objective and questions
The thesis is to contribute a great understanding of the current press freedom existing

in modern China first, and thus make an analysis of press freedom under different

regimes. The degree of media freedom is related to many aspects in each state which

including the regime, religious beliefs and social personal structure etc. The media

freedom is a product of a long-tern struggle and compromise between press and

government, therefore, it is interesting to explore the disparity of media freedom

between different regimes, it is impossible to judge a regime is absolutely good or bad

without a doubt, however, the gap of media freedom between two regimes could be

investigated and it is useful for finding solutions in future thereby promoting the state

to a better development. Researching the current actual operation and problems of

press freedom in China by comparing with Taiwan, and also looking for the hidden

factors which constrained the China’s press freedom. Aim to provide a real objective

situation of Chinese press freedom and a case comparison between China and Taiwan

for following research. Moreover, this thesis is hopefully to attract more attention

from society, especially the rulers to the media freedom, and also including the basic

human rights of journalists.

The research questions are:

 (1) What are the differences between Chinese and Taiwanese media on reporting

a same event? How Chinese and Taiwanese media practice media freedom ?

 (2) How media freedom constrained by state, society and culture in China?

1.3 Research relevance

The topic is highly relevant considering the freedom issues surrounding China, the
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freedom of speech in particular. As mentioned before, the freedom of speech is a

fundamental human right. This right ensures people enjoy the freedom of accepting

information by any kind of media, thus, media freedom is closely related within

human rights. Chinese government places arbitrary curbs on expression, association,

assembly, and religion; prohibits independent labor unions and human rights

organizations; and maintains Party control over all judicial institutions. The

government censors all public media to preserve“ social stability” (HRW, 2014).

Hence, this thesis also relevant to human rights. Free media and information retrieval

is a path that must be passed to realizes the people's independent to a higher

development goals. The former world bank president James Wolfensohn emphasized

many times that the main obstacle of the development is government corruption, and

the independent media is the key weapon to fight and against public corruption (UN,

2016). Media freedom includes the freedom of the press, freedom of information and

internet freedom. Besides, media freedom promotes the freedom of expression, leads

to well-informed public opinion, and guarantees that journalists can feel free to carry

out their work. This thesis especially focuses on press freedom in order to cover all

media, using a detailed comparison on reporting an internal news between China and

Taiwan, as a specific lens to reflect all media situations. The Chinese government uses

media as the mouthpiece of the CCP to as a support force of officials, in my own

thoughts, the role of the media should not be a ”spokesman”, the media could as a

“watch-dog” to supervise government and as a platform that allows every person to

speak their own opinion. In addition, this thesis would also analyze how media

freedom was shaped, finding the hidden factors that impact the media freedom.

Therefore, it will provide a reference for other countries which also faced the

restriction of media freedom to consider their own issue. For example the North

Korea in East Asia, which is also facing the difficult situation of media freedom and

serious human rights issue. North Korea officially describes itself as a self-reliant

socialist state and guidance by the great leader Comrade Kim II Sung (Democratic

People’s Republic of Korea, 1998, p.3). This is a little bit similar with China due to

they are all applied socialism and the great effect of national leader in society. Thus,
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this research could probably provide some investigation on media freedom studies in

Asia. Furthermore, as the media freedom index shows that the Europe is the most

liberal media area in the world (VOA, 2016). Thus, there is a room for further

research to compare the media freedom in different continents in general and find out

the disparity and constrained factors, this is also a relevance.

1.4 Limitations and Delimitations
A limitation could concern the selection media, three main media outlets have been

chosen both in China and Taiwan, this is likely to be limited to get the results, but due

to the time limitation it seems appropriate. Moreover, it might be a limitation there are

some mentioned literature resources are written in Chinese, thus, maybe there are

some small deviation when translating into English.

In order to minimize the limitation, the selection media could be decided carefully,

author had chosen the most representative mainstream media both in China and

Taiwan. These media have a wide influence on the public, so the limitation could be

narrowed.

As mentioned before, the “media freedom” includes the freedom of the press, freedom

of information and internet freedom. The research is delimited to press freedom in

China, the route of transmission of press includes television, internet, newspaper,

radio etc. The research data are mainly from the internet. Another delimitation of this

study is mainly focused on the press freedom in China, the Taiwanese media as a

control group, and the selection of case is happened in 2016, so the research is aimed

to analyze the current situation in China.

1.5 Ethical Consideration
Since the research is focused on the press freedom in China, this research is considered to be a

sensitive topic. Therefore, the author has to take the ethical consideration into account

during the research process. Considering the nationality of the author, the personal

emotion factors will be avoided, furthermore, the political leanings of the author does
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not involved in this thesis, all “China” mentioned in the whole thesis refers to the

People’s Republic of China. Hong Kong is left out in this thesis, because of they have

a totally different situation from mainland China. Thus, this has nothing to do with the

author's political stance.

2. Literature Review

2.1 The theories of press freedom

This section introduced the main theories of press freedom both in western and

modern China. Firstly, Four Theories of the Press is one of the most classic press

theories in western, the Four Theories of the Press reflects the core values of capitalist

journalism and contributed a long-term far-reaching impact on academic media

studies. On the other hand, Chinese scholar summarized the modern Chinese press

theories based on the long period studying of western theories. This thesis focused on

the modern Chinese press freedom theories which pointed out by a scholar from

Tsinghua university, Liu Jianming, which is representative and credible. Because of

he Tsinghua university was established in 1911 with strong research and training,

which also consistently ranked as one of the top academic institutions in China.

2.1.1 The Four Theories of the Press

The book Four Theories of the Press was brought out by Fred S. Siebert, Theodore

Peterson and Wilbur Schramm in 1956. It furnishes the basis for press system in

modern society. The four theories are Authoritarian theory, Liberal theory, Communist

theory and the theory of social responsibility.

(1) Authoritarian theory

In authoritarian theory, the state is the highest expression of institutionalized structure,

The state and government control society which including mass media. The basic

purposes of government had already determined when authoritarian turn to the

function of mass media. These purposes controlled the authoritarian’s attitude both in

cultural and political aspects of communication (Siebert, Fred S.,Peterson.T, and

Schramm.W, 1981, p.18). The major problem is that the authoritarian system restrains

and controls over the media, and in general, three methods always used by state in

western countries, special “permits”in “art and mystery”, licensing system (censorship)
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for individual printed works and legal rules, for the last method, there are two

traditional areas of the law, treason and sedition.

(2) Liberal theory

Giving rise to the libertarian press theory was the philosophy that looked upon man as

a rational animal with inherent natural rights. A function of libertarian press is to

present the truth, the press should not be controlled by authority outside itself. Some

information reaching in public would be false or unsound without multiplicity of

voices of the press. The state has no right to restrict that which is considered false or

unsound, if the state did it, the critical voice or the contrary opinion of government

official would inevitably suppressed (Siebert, Fred S., Peterson.T. and Schramm,W.,

1981, p.51).

(3) Communist theory

The communist press theory is along with the communist theory itself. The mass

media in communist society is to perpetuate and expand the socialist system and

transmission of social policy, it is not for searching the truth. According to this theory,

the mass media is just a kind of instruments in government and the states. They are

owned and operated by the State and directed by the Communist Party or its agencies .

Criticism is permitted in the media, but criticism of basic ideology is forbidden

(Karthik, P., n.d.). Moreover, the Communist theory assumed that the masses are

unstable and they pay less attention or even ignore government, so it is hard to trust

masses could take the governmental responsibilities.

(4) Social responsibility theory

The theory of social responsibility emphasizes the responsibilities of the press rather

than press freedom. This theory allows everyone to say something or express their

opinion about the media, Private ownership in media may give better public service

unless the government has to take over to assure the public to provide better media

service. In addition, the media must take care of the social responsibility. Social

responsibility theory accepts the libertarian theory , the mass media is free of

government interference, without any censorship, however, the corporate interests still

can control them. Thus, the media have to be strong enough to against outside
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pressures (Siebert, Fred S., Peterson, T. and Schramm, W., 1981).

The Four Theories of Press provided a theoretical basis of press freedom for

following theory development. As the Pippa Norris pointed out the theory about the

role of press in promoting democratization, good governance and human development

in his academical article in 2006. At the beginning, Norris said as follows:

“A long tradition of liberal theorists from Milton through Locke and Madison to

John Stuart Mill have argued that the existence of a unfettered and independent press

within each nation is essential in the process of democratization by contributing

towards the right of freedom of expression, thought and conscience, strengthening the

responsiveness and accountability of governments to all citizens, and providing a

pluralist platform and channel of political expression for a multiplicity of groups and

interests.”(Norris,P., 2006).

He indicated that there is a positive relationship between the growth of press freedom

and the process of democratization. In detailed speaking, the first stage is to get the

media liberalization. The media need to be free of official censorship, the state

reduces control of media to private ownership. The public could received varied

information, cultural products and ideas through multiple media channel such like

radio, television, newspaper, internet and even the smart phone. After the media

freedom is attained, the second stage, democratic consolidation and human

development are strengthened, the role of journalists is a watch-dog, once the mass

media are independent, the transparency and accountability in governance would be

promoted. Moreover, the highlights of social problems could be informed to the

policy agenda through multiple public debates. The whole process could be shown

clearly as following figure:
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Figure 2.1.1. Norris’s role of press theory

In conclusion, the roles of the news media as watch-dog, civic forum, and

agenda-setter for strengthening development. This theory is closely related with the

Four Theories mentioned before, the press as the “watch-dog”, it can provide lots of

criticism of government and supervised government, according to this theory, the

press is independent from the government and should take its social responsibility to

“watch” officials, this seems to inconsistent with communist theory that the media as

an instrument of states. In addition, the press as a civic forum that allows all sorts of

opinions from the public, it has a same principle with the liberal theory. About the role

of “agenda setter”, simply speaking, that is, if a news item is covered frequently and

prominently, the audience will regard the issue as more important, the government

will also focuses that issue. As a pre-condition of agenda setter, the liberal theory

indicated the press should not be controlled by authority, as long as the press enjoy the

free environment, the news could be expressed without pressure. By contrast, if the

press was controlled by authority or state, the audience is possible to get a limited

information, it has a risk that the authority leads the public’s attention, some real issue

probably to be avoided. Generally speaking, in this thesis, the author prefers the

liberal theory and social responsibility theory, the Chinese media are almost tightly

censored by government, it became a “tool” that belongs to the CCP, the president had

already made it clear that Chinese media is the CCP’s mouthpiece, the responsibility

of the media is to support, help, respect the CCP to keep the stable state. The role of
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the press in China limited the press freedom in a large extent, thus, the Norris’s theory

could be used as a basis of this research.

On the other hand, China’s democracy has been a long term argument in Chinese

society. China as a one-party state and has no interesting to giving up power, the

government emphasized that China governs country according to law, this basic

strategy had already adopted in China’s current constitution in Article 5, and no

organization or individual is privileged to be beyond the Constitution or other laws.

(China, 2014) The analysis from the inside the CCP declared that “governed by law”

and “long-term ruling party ”are incompatible, the dictatorship does not mean

authoritarian. So Chinese government is aim to make a socialist society under the rule

of law. However, Taiwan's democracy is the most outstanding in the democratic

construction in east Asia. Thus, this thesis research topic seems like a battle that the

press freedom between socialist and democratic society.

2.1.2 Modern Chinese theories of press freedom

China’s press freedom theory is evolved and developed in the course of history, some

Chinese scholars combined western freedom theories with the Chinese national

constitution and practiced in Chinese society, China's liberalism produced in the late

19th century. The press freedom theory is mostly effected by the Thomas Jefferson’s

“Supremacy”theory and John Stuart Mill’s“View of the free market”theory.

Thomas Jefferson, the 3rd U.S. President, an outstanding democratic thinker in

America, the principal author of the Declaration of Independence. He pointed out that

“our liberty depends on the freedom of press, and that cannot be limited without being

lost” (Jianming, L., 2003, p.353). This quote holds the principle of “press

supremacy ”theory. According to this theory, there are two main points.

(1) Media explore the truth and press freedom.

The press freedom does not mean the media could break the laws that apply in public,

it means the media has right to explore truth freely, human minds could make a

current judgment. Every person should get the education and know everything with
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the public and personal situation, the freedom also includes the libel and

disinformation.

(2) Democratic supervision and press freedom.

Freedom of the press is a natural right of freedom, the right is greater than state power.

All people have the right to criticize the government. The freedom of press is more

important than the freedom of speech, because of that as long as the people get the

news first and then they could supervise the government effectively.

Besides, John Stuart Mill pointed out the“View of the free market”theory. He claimed

that the moral principles of ideological freedom, that means all opinions should be

allowed to announced freely, but it should be limited in means of expression, it cannot

go over the boundaries of fair discussion. The three most important points are:

(1) Preventing the specious argument and the suppression of facts.

(2) Preventing abuse, irony and personal attacks.

(3) Giving respect to everyone, no matter what his/her opinion is, as long as he/she

could think calmly and provide the opposed view honestly (Jianming, L.,2003, p.354).

A Chinese professor from TsingHua University, Liu Jianming summarized above

theories and create a new modern China’s news principles system as:

(1) Press freedom above all else. Political autocracy and ideology monopoly would

not be denounced without press freedom.

(2) Press freedom above all else. It is the trust and respect of human rights, people

could make the right choice for a variety of opinions with press freedom.

(3) Press freedom above all else. Press freedom could increase the wisdom of people.

(4) Press freedom is a kind of political manager. All politics will be published, all

people could criticize it. The public opinion will not controlled by a group or

organization.

(5) The press freedom has to limited under the public interests and the rights of others.

The core of press freedom is a freedom to expose and criticize the destructive

behavior and dark politics (Jianming, L., 2003, pp.353-358).
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According to Jianming ’s theory, it is quite clear that the press freedom in China also

implied the agreement with the liberal and social responsibility theory, within the

scope of the academic, the scholars also believed the media should be as a supervisor,

civic forum and agenda setter. However, actually, the CCP has its own theory about

press freedom that is based on the Marxist class theory, this theory indicates that the

press freedom has a character of class, thus, China’s press freedom is the press

freedom of proletariat in fact. As declared in China’s current Constitution preamble,

“The people’s democratic dictatorship led by the working class and based on the

alliance of workers and peasants, which is in essence the dictatorship of the proletariat,

has been consolidated and developed. ”(China, 2014). Thus, the press freedom of

proletariat defined as the freedom of news organization get rid of the private capital

control both in internal and external. In conclusion, as long as the media market in

China not open up to private, the press freedom is hard to improve.

2.2 Previous research

There is an extensive amount of literature in the field relevant with freedom of press

studies, media freedom in China and the media freedom and human rights studies.

Those existing sources provided a solid foundation of this thesis.

There are many reports about the free media from international non-governmental

organization. RSF is a non-governmental organization that promotes and defends

freedom of information and freedom of the press. RSF issues press releases, fact

finding reports, and periodical publications. It publishes periodic mission reports on

developments in individual countries or regions or on a specific topic (RSF, 2013).

RSF annual report 2015 pointed out that "the CCP took the persecution to a new

peak". Moreover, in RSF 2016 World Press Freedom Index, China rankings in 176 out

of 180 countries in 2016, that means the restriction of media is still tight and RSF

indicated that Communist Party exercises total control over China’s many media

outlets. Their research report provided a reliable information about the situation of

media freedom. In addition, Freedom House provides annual country report of press
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freedom every year. In the latest China press freedom report 2016, we can see that the

report provided a summary on different aspects such like legal, economic and political

environment of press freedom in China, the China’s media environment is still one of

the most restrictive media environments in the world (Freedom House, 2016). In

general, these reports provide scattered information about Chinese press freedom, but

there is lack of a specific case study and to find the main challenges. Thus, the author

will focus on one specific news and make a comparison between China and Taiwan

on reporting national news, searching for the main current gap of press freedom in

China and the hidden factors which impact on Chinese media freedom.

Nancy C. Cornwell’s book Freedom of the Press: Rights and Liberties Under the Law

examines the tradition of a press freedom in American society and attempt to

understand the future of press freedom (Nancy C. Cornwell, 2004, p.14). These

include the key judicial decisions and the historical and political background of these

decisions. This book was organized chronologically, Nancy provided a development

process of press freedom in America, in general, he thinks that the development and

clarification of press freedom were not smooth, but it is unique to the United States.

He pointed that there is a new challenge for press freedom in the 21st century, with the

development of electronic media, the satellite and videophone technologies increased

the complexity of balancing privacy and press freedom. In legal perspective, the most

difficult point is to determine the border between privacy, libels and press freedom.

The media environment is mainly market-oriented, which is different with China that

Chinese media mainly controlled by the state. Besides, there is no Press Law in China

so far, the media is difficult to get protection from the state, thus, this book also

provided a train of thought to think about press freedom from technological change

and judicial perspective.

In the above analysis, media freedom should be safeguarded and protected by legal

force, and we are already known that China has no specialized Press Law so far. Of

course, this problem had already realized by Chinese scholars. In the book An
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Orchestra of Voices : Making the Argument for Greater Speech and Press Freedom in

the People's Republic of China, an important challenge of press freedom in China was

pointed out by the author Sun Xupei and Elizabeth C. Michel, they talked about

China’s legal system concerning Press Law and then explained why it is difficult to

write Press Legislation in China, the reasons were summarized as follows:

(1) A Press Law should define the rights of free press. It is necessary to stipulated

that the media have rights to disseminate any information and opinions that do no

violate the Constitution, but this cannot operate in China’s society, because many

opinions were banned for “ bad social influence”. The media have the responsibility

to keep the state be stable.

(2) A Press Law should stipulate that the media have rights to report and comment

ruling party’s and government’s decision-making process. The author said:

“Media supervision of Party, government, and senior officials has never existed in

China. So that the reasonable provision“The media may publish criticism of any

people or events that violate the Constitution and other laws”remains unacceptable to

Party and government officials.”

(3) There are no private media in China. All media belongs to state, individual has no

right to launch a publication (Xupei,S. & Elizabeth C. Michel, 2001, pp.97-99).

As a result, the Press Law is hard to set up in China. Actually, in the 1980s, the

government had approved the establishment of the Press Law drafting team, however,

with the change of political environment, the government focuses on the social

stability, some people think that Press Law has a risk to break the stability, anyway,

the legal system still needs to be more perfect, the Press Law would be put forward

again. On the other hand, the book was published in 2001, the political, economical

and social environment are changing all the time, with the deepening of the ” reform

and opening up”and “Law-based governance”, the media as a big part in society, it is

necessary to rethink the Press Law now.

Moreover, another important bridge between the Western scholarship on press
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freedom and media freedom in China is Lai Xiangwei’s book Media Development and

National Policy-A study of Communication industry and the rights from the freedom

of speech and the press freedom provides a discussion about the role of government in

the media development process. Lai analyzed the key factors for the effective

regulation of the media in the country, and the evolutionary process of newspaper in

China and Taiwan. In the book, the definition of the right of communication was

rebuild to supplement the weakness of freedom of speech. And in Lai’s view, a

national policy that concerned about the development of media should not only

promote the sound development of speech freedom and press freedom, but also

enhances the media’s ability of survival and development in a global market

(Xiangwei, L., 2005, p.119). That means a national policy should also concerned

about the media industry how to develop in a global competitive market besides

safeguard the media freedom in developing countries. Thus, when the thesis analyzes

the press freedom, the positive development of media should also include.

Lastly, there are many scholar theses in the field of media studies carrying on their

research in press freedom in China. Chen, Yihua, Yan, Qichang, these two Taiwanese

master students from Nanhua University. In their article An analysis of Press Freedom

theory in mainland China , the Strait News and information full - text search system

was used to collect mainland China news data and find out the formation of press

freedom that exists in Mainland China. They pointed out that the Chinese media has

to report the major events, the mass media cannot affect the social order and disrupt

the public minds. In theoretical point of view, the Chinese media is still be a

mouthpiece of the CCP, the media could get the economic autonomy from the

government but the news content and the personnel management still controlled

tightly by the state, the media was used as a propaganda tool for the CCP (Yihua, C.&

Qichang, Y., 2002, p.14). Therefore, the role of Chinese media still needs to be

focused in later research. In addition, Wang Yuan from University of Gothenburg

wrote her master thesis in 2011, Freedom of Speech Practice in China and Sweden-

International News Reports Comparisons and the Libya Civil War 2011 as a case
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study, analyzed the differs from Swedish and Chinese newspaper on reporting

international news from the perspective of communication science. She suggests that

there are differences in practice freedom of speech between different countries, the

mainly reasons could be seen as the media censorship situation and cultural

background (Wang,Y., 2012, p.44). So this article’ s research data and elements

pointed to the China’s media censorship study area in future research.

In conclusion, it is obviously that the China’s media freedom is greatly restricted by

the state, by society and by culture. Thus, this thesis will research the press freedom in

China by comparing with Taiwan, with a focus more on the constraints of state,

society and culture in China.

3.Methodology

This chapter is the methodology that used to examine the research question presented.

In general, the comparative case study method as the main methodology is conducted

to reach the research objective. Besides, the discourse analysis and the combination of

quantitative and qualitative research method are used as well.

3.1 Methodology: Comparative case study

3.1.1 Introduction of Comparative case study

According to an article from the UNICEF Office of Research which was written by

Goodrick, comparative case studies can be explained as follows: A comparative study

method covers two or more cases in a way that produces more generalizable

knowledge about causal questions, how and why particular programs or policies work

or fail to work. The comparative case study method involves the analysis and

synthesis of the similarities, differences and patterns across two or more cases that

share a common focus or goal (Goodrick, D., 2014, p.1).

The comparative case study can help the researcher to check whether the common

focus or goal holds for each different context and environment. If there are differences,

the reasons and results can be discovered.. Three key points of this method were
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summarized by Goodrick as follow.

(1) This method can be used to build a comparison group or control group or answer

the question about causal attribution.

(2) Both qualitative and quantitative methods were always be used in this method;

(3) Comparative case study can make a great understanding and explaining how the

context effect success or failure.

Besides, the UNICEF office of research also provided a logic map (figure 3.1.1) of

comparative case study, this is more clearly to understand how to use this method in a

research. According to the figure 3.1.1, before the study start, make it clear about the

research question and research objective, then it can provide a help if this method is

suitable for the research. Then, identify initial propositions or theories. Choosing the

types of case and thinking about how to processing the case in research process. The

next step is to consider how to collect data and analysis data within across cases and

conduct the study. After finished these four steps, considering the alternative

explanation of findings. Finally the results can be reported. The analysis of data, data

and cases could be rethink if there are problems during the study process.

Figure 3.1.1 A logical map of comparative case study
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Apart from the above theories from the UNICEF office of research, Bryman also

provided the interpretation of comparative and case study. He suggests the basic case

study implies the detailed and intensive analysis of a single case, these social

researches are investigated a single community, a single school, a single family, a

single organization, a person or a single event (Bryman, 2016, p.60). The investigator

aims to provide an in-depth examination of the case. On the other hand, the

comparative design could contribute a better understanding of social phenomena

when two or more cases or situations were compared (Bryman, 2016, p.65). For the

case selection, it does not have to be totally contrast cases, Bryman gave an

alternative strategy is to select cases on the basis of similarity rather than differences

(Bryman, 2016, p.68). In this thesis, the author combined case strategy and

comparative method, this kind of research design could covered both on a great

understanding of media freedom and entails the detailed analysis of how news was

reported in China and Taiwan respectively.

3.1.2 Application

The comparative case study is suitable in this research. The common focus is the

press freedom, the purpose is to find out the problems, influencing factors and hidden

causes of China’s press freedom. As shown in figure 3.1.2, the selection of media in

China and Taiwan is the two cases. Taiwanese media as a control group, a same news

event, the different news reports between Chinese and Taiwanese media on the Mong

Kok civil unrest will be compared. The overlap part will also mentioned. As the

common focus and the different political, social and cultural environment of China

and Taiwan is the different context, news report is fundamental data and the analysis

based on the differs between these two groups. Lastly, the problems and reasons will

come out obviously.
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Figure 3.1.2 The application of comparative case study

3.2 Method

3.2.1 The theory of Media Discourse Analysis

Media discourse analysis is based on the general theory of discourse analysis. So what

is discourse analysis? In Marianne Jørgensen and Louise Phillips’s book Discourse

Analysis as Theory and Method,

“... the word discourse is the general idea that language is structured according to

different patterns that people’s utterances follow when they take part in different

domains of social life, familiar examples being medical discourse and political

discourse.Discourse analysis is the analysis of these patterns.” (Jørgensen,M &

Phillips,L., 2002, p.1)

Discourse analysis is an important component of the generalized semiotics.The term

discourse analysis was first used by Zellig Harris in 1952 as the title of an article

about the description of connected discourse (Stalpers,J.2008). Then, more and more

western scholars began to study the discourse analysis from different perspective and

approaches since 60s. For example, the sociologist Hymes published an article

Towards ethnographies of communication studied the discourse use in society from

the perspective of sociology in 1964; Goffman and some others did a detailed

research about the structure of oral communication. All of these studies became to an

integral part of discourse analysis.
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Discourse analysis has been taken up in a variety of social sciences and humanities

disciplines so far, including linguistics, education, sociology, anthropology, social

work, cognitive psychology, social psychology, area studies, cultural studies,

international relations, human geography, communication studies, biblical studies and

translation studies, each of which is subject to its own assumptions, dimensions of

analysis, and methodologies.

Mass media discourse analysis is an application of discourse analysis in

communication study, the object of analysis is mass media discourse. Mass media

mean technology that is intended to reach a mass audience. It is the primary means of

communication used to reach the vast majority of the general public. The most

common platforms for mass media are newspapers, magazines, radio, television, and

the Internet. The general public typically relies on the mass media to provide

information regarding political issues, social issues, entertainment, and news in pop

culture. In the academic field of media discourse analysis in the academic field, a

famous Dutch scholar,Van Dijk dedicated to the study of structure and function of

news discourse in social environment, he applied the interdisciplinary research

method that combined with the theories of sociology, psychology, and mass

communications and linguistics. (Hegen,D.2004.p.39)

Yang,Xinzhang, a Chinese linguist inducted five approaches of discourse analysis

based on the book An Introduction to Discourse Analysis: Theory and Method that

was written by an American scholar, James Paul Gee. These approaches are structural

analysis, cognitive analysis, social and cultural analysis, critical analysis and

comprehensive analysis (Hegen,D., 2004, p.41). The key elements of these

approaches can be seen in table 3.2.1:
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Structural analysis  Research orientation: the organization and

realization system of news text

 Key point: thematic and schematic structure of

discourse

Cognitive analysis  Research orientation: the thinking process and

the role of thinking in discourse generation and

interpretation

 Key point: The media discourse how to carry out

social activities, performance perspective and the

establishment of identity

Social and cultural analysis  Research orientation: the context and

environment of discourse

 Key point: social and cultural factors

Critical analysis  Research orientation: the value orientation of

Research

 Key point:Social and political issues; The

Interrelationship between Discourse Subject,

Society and Ideology

Comprehensive analysis  Combined a variety of methods.

Table 3.2.1 Yang,Xinzhang: Five approaches of discourse analysis

The approach of comprehensive analysis will be implemented in this thesis. Due to

the problem of media freedom in China is complicated, its a mixture of multiple

factors. Thus, this research would like to use comprehensive method, combined

structural, social and cultural and critical analysis together.

As Yang’s explanation, the structural analysis method focuses on the news structure

based on the sentence level. For example, the thematic and schematic structure. The
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sentence syntax, semantics, rhetoric, style and the relationship between sentences will

be excluded in the analysis process. This study method provides a theoretical basis for

further research on the meaning and understanding of news discourse.

The highlight of the social and cultural analysis is that the social and cultural factors

were emphasized during the process of discourse analysis (Hegen, D., 2004, p.41).

This approach suggested that the user of discourse not only just for conveying

information or express ideas, but also works on some social activities in social context

or institutions. So, we could see the the impact of user’s social features in context at

all levels in the discourse, such as gender, class, race, etc. Considering the research

problem and research objective of this article, we can see that how China’s media

discourse interact with social and cultural environment through social and cultural

analysis method.

On the other hand, the approach of critical analysis pay more attention on the value

orientation of the research. This approach focuses on the political issue that related to

the media discourse, it indicates that the researcher should use discourse analysis to

criticize or disclose social problems, especially the hidden power, prejudice and

hypocrisy in media discourse. When comes to the research objective, the author is

committed to find out the problems of China’s news media, it has inevitably involving

in China's social and political problem. Thus, the critical analysis is also suitable in

this research.

The specific analytical framework and detailed instructions will be demonstrated in

following part.

3.2.2 News analysis

Since the press freedom as a lens of media freedom in this project, the news report

texts were used as research object. Therefore, the news analysis methods will also be

used..In news research method, the quantitative combined with qualitative content
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analysis is necessary. Van Dijk’s research method is a kind of comprehensive news

discourse analysis. His study of news discourse analysis provides an important

theoretical paradigm. He explained the importance of using both quantitative and

qualitative methods.

“A superficial content analysis, limited to quantitative data about superficially

defined units, can yield useful but incomplete insights into the nature of the coverage.

Yet, more sophisticated discourse analysis methods, such as the description of

thematic, schematic, local semantic, stylistic of rhetorical structures, must still be

limited to a few sample items. ”(Van Dijk, 1988.p.66)

The quantitative analysis is based on numbers, its analysis object is very objective. In

another word, the quantitative analysis is a little bit like “solution planing a sparrow”,

the object of research could be separated to several parts, reaching a whole

understanding through observing these components, the conclusion of quantitative

analysis are always accurate; However, a qualitative analysis is more focuses on a

perceptual knowledge, in David Silverman’s word, “ qualitative data are inherently

more interesting than numbers, there are less aesthetically oriented and more

analytically astute reasons for choosing qualitative methods.”(Silverman, D., 2009,

p.11). In order to find the answer of the research questions, the differences between

Chinese and Taiwanese news report on Mong Kok civil unrest will be analyzed more

deepened on quantitative analysis method. In addition, the ”debris” of quantitative

analysis will be picked up and integrated to go to more depth of the weakness in

Chinese media freedom.

Hence, applying the both of quantitative and qualitative method can make the

research results more scientific, more complete and more convincing.

3.2.2.1 Quantitative and Qualitative analysis

In John W. Creswell’s book Research Design:Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed
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Methods Approaches, these three research methods were explained as follows:

 Qualitative research is an approach to exploring and understanding the meaning

individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem.

 Quantitative research is an approach for testing objective theories by examining

the relationship among variables. These variable, in turn, can be measured

typically on instrument, so that numbered data can be analyzed using statistical

procedures.

 Mixed method research is an approach to inquiry involving collecting both

quantitative and qualitative data, integrating the two forms of data and using

distinct designs that may involve philosophical assumptions and theoretical

framework. (John W. Creswell, 2014, p.4)

Eventually, the author will use both quantitative and qualitative research method. Van

Dijk put forward that the comparison requires one dimension is kept constant,

therefore, analyzed the news coverage single event (Van Dijk, 1988, p.35). Thus, this

event will be chosen before the analysis. And then the result of the quantitative

analysis is presented first and follows a more thorough qualitative analysis. In general,

the news case study researchers use frequencies, size, photographs, type of article.etc

during the quantitative analysis process; The thematic structures, schematic structures,

local semantics, style, rhetoric, photographs, opinions in editorials and news article

were used in qualitative method.

3.3 Investigation Technique

Since the comparative case study method was conducted in this research, collecting

data is an important step here. The main data is news report from several different

Chinese and Taiwan’s mainstream newspaper, however, due to the territory restriction,

it is hard to collect the paper version of the newspaper. Therefore, the author collected

news reports online from the official website of those newspapers.These electronic

news reports will be used as analysis data of the present study. During the process of

searching news, the key words of case topic were implemented. Such like“Mong

Kok”, ”riot”, ”the clash between police and civil”, ”fishball revolution”.etc. In order
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to ensure the accuracy of the data collection, the searching process will be repeated

several times to use different synonyms, and the key words were included in both title

and content of coverage.

4.Analytical Framework

It is useful to develop an analytical framework which represents the way pieces of

information have been grouped and related to others during the research process. The

comparison of reporting the same news event between China and Taiwan will be done

in this thesis. Therefore, the analytical framework will be used in case analysis. News

Critical Discourse Analysis framework will be used first and then Trilling’s critical

analysis model is following up.

4.1 News Critical Discourse Analysis framework

Since the research is conducted by a comparative case study method, the comparison

between Chinese and Taiwanese media reports on a same event will be done. Thus, it

is helpful to use professional news analysis framework to processing the data. The

author used the CDA framework, this framework is to study the control, dominance,

system, reality, social order, culture, politics, power, ideology and other various

aspects through analyzing the discourse.

CDA was first pointed out by a British linguist, Roger Fowler, in his book Language

and Control, he claimed that under the framework of CDA, the discourse was seen as

a form of social practice, the social and cultural background should emphasize in

analyzing discourse (Fowler, 1979, p.59). Another scholar, Fairclough states that CDA

is:

“...the treatment of language systems as autonomous and independent of the use of

language, and the separation of meaning from style or expression (Fairclough, 1992,

p.26).

Fairclough also provided a framework for CDA analysis as in figure 4.1, this is the

three dimensional framework of CDA. He claimed that the language is a form of
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social practice, the discourse as a specifically discursive practice in society

(Fairclough, 1992, p.71). The language and social practices are interacted with each

other, discourse practice is depended on society. Language is restricted by society,

culture, ideology, history and power, etc. The same as the three dimensional

framework of CDA, the text analysis framework could also separated as three levels,

text, discourse practice and social practice.

Figure 4.1 Fairclough’s framework for analysis (Fairclough.1992,p.73)

The detailed four steps analysis process as follow:

(1) Classification

According to a Chinese scholar Xin,Bin’s view , the classification system in discourse

could always reflect the world view of the reporter, therefore, classification has the

ideological significance as well. It is important to analyze the description of core

process and actors carefully in a discourse analysis, it could help us to understand the

reporter’s attitude and position clearly. The discourse classification system is refers to

the description and definition of main actors and event, the researchers could analyze

it through studying the choice of words. However, language is not always an objective

classification tool, people's cognitive level and individual feelings would affect the

classification principles (Bin,X.,1996, p26).

(2) Transitivity

Halliday suggested that the role of transitivity is to make human experience as six

processes, material process, mental process, relational process, behavioral process,
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verbal process and existential process (Halliday, 2014, p.334).

(3) Modality

The Modality system is the expression of interpersonal function. There are two main

purposes of modality analysis, the first one is to understand the degree of discourse

authenticity, the responsibilities and obligations of reporters. Secondly, to understand

the distance and power relations between reporter and audience. In the process of

modality analysis, an important point is to focus on the direct speech and indirect

speech, the direct speech is an important component of news reports, journalists

always used others indirect speech to express their own attitude and position.

(4) Transformation

The transformation of discourse always refers to the nominalization and passivization.

Nominalization of verb could fuzzy the feeling of time and weaken the sense of

movement. Passivization could highlight the harm of “victim” and the degree of the

bad behavior.

In conclusion, CDA is not just a theory but also an analysis method, it is not just

describe and explain the discourse under the content, but also explain why and how

the discourse could make impact on society, politics and so on. Therefore, it is useful

to apply CDA in this research, CDA could help readers to understand the hidden

meaning of news reports.

4.2 Trilling’s Press Freedom Critical Analysis Model

Grace A.Trilling, a student from Elon University, brought a new paradigm for

categorizing East Asia. She provided three distinct models based on the research and

framework by Hallin and Mancini. These three models are Resistance-Refusal Model,

Cultural-Legacy Model and Nationalistic-Capitalist Model respectively. Although the

framework was created for categorizing press freedom in East Asia, in author’s view,

the main point also could be used in analyzing the press freedom in China and

Taiwan.
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Trilling’s model is based on Hallin and Mancini’s approaches, however, their

approaches are based on the background of western Europe. However, Asia has a

different situation from Europe in society, culture and economy. Thus, it is necessary

to rethink the analytical framework especially for Asia. Hallin and Mancini explored a

three-model system by comparing 18 countries in western Europe and Northern

America, which are Polarized Pluralist Model, Democratic Corporatist Model and

Liberal Model. In the process of researching the three-model system, the political

parallelism, the development of journalistic professionalism, state intervention and

press circulation was used to analyze different media system in different countries

(Hallin & Mancini, 2004, p.21).

(1) Polarized Pluralist Model

This model is mainly represented by the media system in France, Italy and Greece.etc.

These countries have a common point that their democratization is relatively

backward, and the media business mainly affected by the interests of political party.

Besides, media outlets including newspapers tend to release state influenced stories

(Hallin & Mancini,2004, p. 298).

(2) Democratic Corporatist Model

This model including the media system in Germany, Austria, Belgium and the

Scandinavians. This kind of media system has the characteristics both of Polarized

Pluralist Model and Liberal Model, the media market is developed, media

specialization degree in a high level and also the party interests has a big impact on

media. The media is seen as a positive tool in circulating political information and

media autonomy is valued by the state (Hallin & Mancini, 2004, p. 298).

(3) Liberal Model

Such as the media system in Canada, America and Britain. The press is seen as

“watch dog” to the government and is used to distribute information to the public

(Hallin & Mancini, 2004, p. 299). These countries’s democratization is advanced

relatively, there is a low level of the state and political intervention in mass media.
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However, these three dimensions cannot cover the media system which in outside

western countries, because of the widely varying historical conditions from region to

region. Therefore, Trilling created the new three-model for East Asia. This is a more

suitable framework to do the critical analysis of press freedom in Asian countries.

(1) Resistance-Refusal Model- This model focuses on historical roots in a nation,

including previous powers and influences, this model applies mostly to countries with

dictatorships or communist leaders (Trilling, 2010, p.108).

(2) Cultural-Legacy Model- The culture and tradition in a nation is emphasized in

this model, the national and historical values rooted deeply both in citizens and state

leaders (Trilling, 2010, pp.108-109).

(3) Nationalistic-Capitalist Model- This model focuses the impact of economy than

culture, the national development and market dominance plays an important role in

this model (Trilling, 2010, p.109)

In this thesis, the aim is not to categorize the media system of China and Taiwan,

Trilling’s new three-model is used to analyze the Chinese media system from different

dimensions, thus, this thesis will use the new three-model by Trilling to analyze the

press freedom in China from state, social and cultural factors.

5. Case Analysis

5.1 Introduction

Chinese and Taiwanese media reports towards 2016 Mong Kok civil unrest is used in

this research, it is an important recent news event in Hong Kong. It is relevant to both

the Chinese media and the Taiwanese media because it is something to do with being

an important political event within the unfolding of the China’s One-Country policy.

Both China and Taiwan are therefore very interested in how the event impacts politics

in Hong Kong, but also the implications for China-Taiwanese relationships if there is

ever a reunification. Hence, it is helpful to research the current situation of Chinese

and Taiwanese media. Besides, considering that this research topic is exclude Hong

Kong, it would be an interesting and objective focus to make a comparison between
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China and Taiwan.

2016 Mong Kok civil unrest is also known as the clash between civil and police in

Mong Kok, Mong Kok event, Mong Kok riot and Fishball Revolution (Fishball is a

popular Hong Kong street food ). It is the clash between members of public and police

in Monk Kok, one of the major shopping area in Hong Kong.

Civil unrest occurred in Mong Kok from the night of 8 February 2016 (Lunar New

Year Day)until the next morning. The Hong Kong government has classified the

violent incident as a riot. Hong Kong government said the trigger is that Food and

environmental hygiene department (FEHD) was abused during the work time in New

Year Holidays, and FEHD asked help for police. But there are many news reports that

the trigger was some unlicensed individual business was banned by FEHD. These

individual peddlers clashed with the FEHD and then FEHD asked police for help. At

the beginning just a small-scale clash, however, the clash became to more bigger

between police and the masses when the police implemented the crowd control

measures for protesters. Batons and pepper spray were used by the police and two

warning shots were fired into the air, while protesters threw glass bottles, bricks,

flower pots and trash bins toward the police and set fires in the streets. The clash

caused some policemen, journalists and protesters injured and around 10 protesters

were arrested, More than 700 protesters gathered together in peak.

5.2 Media selection

Media Name

(EN)

Chinese Name

(CN)

Official Website

China China Daily 中国日报 http://cn.chinadaily.com.cn/

Southern

Metropolis Daily

南方都市报 http://epaper.oeeee.com/epaper/A/html/

2016-12/26/node_31107.htm

GuangMing Daily 光明网 http://www.gmw.cn/
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Taiwan United Daily News 联合报 http://udn.com/news/index

Liberty Times 自由时报 http://www.ltn.com.tw/

Apple Daily Taiwan 苹果日报台湾版 http://www.appledaily.com.tw/

Table 5.2 Media Selection

There are several principles have to be considered to choose the media samples, such

as media circulation, media profile.etc. For author, the media circulation is the most

important factor due to it reflects the public media influence.

Meanwhile, there are some other considerations need to be taken account beside

circulation. In this research, the data collection will mainly from the official website

of these social mainstream media due to it is easy and convenient with the time and

work place limitation. The media selection samples can be seen in table 5.2 from both

in China and Taiwan.

5.2.1 Media Profile

In China’s side, China Daily, Southern Metropolis Daily and GuangMing Daily were

picked up to do data collection and analysis. China Daily was founded in 1981, the

circulation is almost 900000 in global area, which is one of China’s national media.

There are 16 different edition publication around the world, including China Daily

Hong Kong edition, China Daily European Weekly, China Daily in Africa and China

Daily in Southeast Asia.etc. This is the main official media could enter the

international mainstream society and re-post by western media, China Daily is a

bridge to link China and the whole world. Thus, China Daily was chosen first. In

addition, the Southern Metropolis Daily (SMD) is a Chinese local media in

Guangzhou, was founded in 1997 and the circulation is around 1400000. SMD is

affiliated to the Southern Newspaper Media Group which is a part of Guang Dong

Provincial Party Committee, thus, SMD is also controlled by Chinese government

indirectly. The third one media is GuangMing Daily, this is a Chinese-language daily
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newspaper published in PRC that was launched in 1949. It directly led by the

Propaganda Department of the Central Committee of the Communist party in China,

the readership is mainly refers to “intellectuals”.

On the other hand, United Daily News, Liberty Times and Apple Daily Taiwan were

chosen as a control group case in this research. These three media were picked up

here due to they are the top three biggest newspaper in Taiwan, Therefore, the

readership and the impact of society are considerable .

5.3 Quantitative research

In Van Dijk’s news research method, the size of total coverage, the size of articles, the

use of photos and sources, topics, article types, actors.etc were presented in

quantitative data collection part (Van Dijk, 1988, p.36). The author decided to use

coverage frequencies, article size, use of photos and news angle / key messages in this

quantitative research method.

5.3.1 Coverage frequencies

In the research, the author investigates the different reports on Mong Kok civil unrest

in2016 between three mainstream Chinese and Taiwanese media respectively. The

data was collected from their official website. Author got the research result as shown

in the following table 5.3.1, the search keywords are “Mong Kok unrest”,”Mong Kok

riots”, “Mong Kok event”, the key words are both included in news title and content,

after author eliminated the uncorrelated reports, there are total 29 items on China’s

side and 58 items in Taiwan. While there are some “interesting” findings came out

during this process:

 The results of GuangMing Daily is much “bigger” than other Chinese media

obviously. The reason is that GuangMing Daily has shown the result by collecting

the relevant news from other local newspapers in nationwide, which include the

NingBo Daily, QuanZhou Daily and some other municipal newspapers.

Meanwhile, there is an extra finding that is each municipal newspaper has only

one report on this event.
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 In general, Chinese media reports are less than Taiwanese coverage of Mong Kok

civil unrest in 2016. Taiwanese media gave twice as much coverage to the event

compared to the Chinese media.

China Taiwan

Media Name Total Coverage Media Name Total Coverage

China Daily 2 United Daily News 32

Southern Metropolis Daily 2 Liberty Times 7

GuangMing Daily 25 Apple Daily Taiwan 19

Table 5.3.1 Coverage frequencies

5.3.2 Article size

In this research, the author gathered the data of article size by counting words of each

news report, the release size including both title and content. As shown in below table

5.3.2, we could get a general feeling of the article size in Chinese and Taiwanese

media on reporting Mong Kok unrest news.

This table shows the differences between two groups of Chinese and Taiwanese media,

obviously, the media in China released most of their reports below 500 words, most of

coverage on reporting Mong Kok unrest news are very “small”(below 500 words),

comparing with Taiwanese media, they are more prefer to choose the middle size

(words around 500-1000). The larger reports (1000-1500 words) and very big (more

than 1500 words) size articles are almost balanced in Chinese media, while the media

of Taiwan do not use the very big reports. Comparing with very big news, the larger

reports are more popular. When we thinking about the news are over 1000 words, the

news always are deeper in their analysis than the small one. Thus, the in-depth reports

in Taiwanese media-with 7 items are more than China’s 5 articles.

Release size China Taiwan

Below 500 words 20 16

500-1000words 4 35

1000-1500words 3 7
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More than 1500 words 2 0

Table 5.3.2 Article size

5.3.3 Photo usage

The author discovered a “strange” phenomenon during the process of investigated the

photo usage on two groups of media. The three media on China’s side just used one

photo when they reported the Mong Kok civil unrest, however, Taiwanese media

shown a passion on photo usage. From the table 5.3.3 it can be presented the

big“difference” between Chinese and Taiwanese media. The only one photo was used

by Chinese media is the president of Hong Kong, however, the photos from the scene

of the event were used most in Taiwan’s coverage, the rioter’s photo and the situation

after the event also presented in Taiwan’s media.

Photo Content China Taiwan

Real situation during the clash 0 12

Rioter’s photo 0 3

Situation after the clash 0 1

Hong Kong Government 1 0

Table 5.3.3 Photo usage

5.3.4 News angle and key messages

Considering the Mong Kok civil unrest is a social emergency, thus, the author

categorized the news angles as five aspects: the description of the event, both the

Chinese and Hong Kong government statements, follow-up report and editorial. The

detailed key messages show in the below table 5.3.4, according to this table, the

research findings are:

 To report the Mong Kok civil unrest event, Chinese media are more concentrated

on the Chinese and Hong Kong’s government reaction, there are total 58 reports

mentioned this part. However, there are only 21 in Taiwanese media.

 There are very few follow-up reports from Chinese media, it seems like the media

have no interest on the situation after Mong Kok unrest happened. By contrast,

Taiwanese media have a large number on this part, there are 39 reports mentioned
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the follow-up situation in Hong Kong.

 There are a small number of editorials- just 3 articles in Chinese media compared

with Taiwanese media’s 9. Chinese media seems like more interested on the

problems in Hong Kong. None of discussion about the reaction of the Chinese

government, however, Taiwanese media released 7 articles of editorials which

discussed Chinese official response towards Mong Kok civil unrest.

News Angle Key Messages China Taiwan

Event description  The cause of the clash. 4 32

 The process of the clash. 3 28

 The numbers of casualties. 6 30

Chinese

government’s

response

 Chinese government declared that the

clash happened in Mong Kok is a “riot”.

9 4

 Chinese government supports Hong

Kong government and police.

17 3

 Chinese government condemned the

“protesters”.

15 3

Hong Kong

government’s

statements

 Hong Kong government declared the

clash in Mong Kok is a “riot”.

6 5

 Hong Kong government declared the

reaction of police is correct.

8 7

 Hong Kong government and police will

arrest the “criminal”as soon as possible.

3 4

Follow-up reports  The offender is punished. 6 21

 The on-scene commander was punished. 0 1

 The impact of Mong Kok unrest on

individual business..

0 1

 The impact of Mong Kok unrest on

Hong Kong’s society.

0 16
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Editorial  Discussion of Chinese government’s

response

0 7

 Condemning the illegal acts of clash. 1 1

 Discussion of Hong Kong’s legal system

and society.

2 1

Table 5.3.4 News angle and Key messages

5.3.5 Summary quantitative research findings.

In conclusion, it can be seen that there are great differences between Chinese and

Taiwanese media towards Mong Kok civil unrest from the quantitative data. Firstly,

China’s media did not released too many articles about Mong Kok civil unrest

compared with Taiwan. Besides, the most reports of China’s media are small size

since there are 20 articles below 500 words in 29 news. Taiwanese media are more

focused on the middle size articles. Moreover, the Chinese media avoided to use the

“real event”photo, just one photo of Hong Kong president was used. While Taiwanese

media are like to show the “real situation” of the event to their reader, 12 photos of

the real situation in Mong Kok were used on Taiwan side. Then, from above the tables,

Chinese media reported amount of news that the response of Chinese and Hong Kong

government towards this event, the reasons, process and the casualties of Mong Kok

civil unrest are seldom to released, even none of follow-up reports about the impact of

Mong Kok individual business and Hong Kong society. Lastly, it reflects the great

differences of editorials that exist between Chinese and Taiwanese media. There is no

editorial of the Chinese government from media in China, only 1 articles to criticized

the “violence” and 2 articles talked about the legal system and social stability in Hong

Kong. Taiwanese media shown a passion on the reaction of the Chinese government,

in addition, they also released 2 articles in critical comment on the clash and the

situation in Hong Kong.

5.4 Qualitative research

As introduced by Van Dijk, the qualitative analysis dealt with the thematic structures,
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news schematic, local coherence, style and rherotic, photographs, opinions in

editorials.etc. Therefore, the qualitative analysis data would be established for the

thematic structures. Due to there are amount reports towards Mong Kok civil unrest

both in Chinese and Taiwanese media, it is difficult to analyze the whole articles

specifically in this thesis. Thus, the author picked up the news of the latest date

towards Mong Kok civil unrest news of SMD and UDN for deeper qualitative

research.

5.4.1 Thematic structures

“The thematic structures defines what is the most important information of a text, it

contains the respective topics and their mutual relations. About the topical analysis,

which can be applied only to a limit number of news from different media show how

the topic are organized in the news (Van Dijk, 1988, pp.72-73). According to the

previous data collection, there are 2 reports on SMD and 32 in UDN, the latest reports

were released on 10th. February in SMD with 1 articles and 9th.February in UDN with

4 news, they are:

1.Southern Metropolis Daily. February 10th, 2016

2.United Daily News. February 9th, 2016

Southern Metropolis Daily United Daily News

 All circles in Hong Kong

condemned the Mong Kok riots

severely.

 Clash between police and public

people outbreak in Hong Kong,Mong

Kok, 24 people were arrested.

 The police shot twice, more than 40

people were injured in this clash.

 More than 80 police officers were

injured in Mong Kok civil unrest.

 There are 54 people were arrested.

Table 5.4.1(1) News of Mong Kok civil unrest in SMD and UDN

As we can see in table 5.4.1, the Mong Kok civil unrest was happened in 8th Feb to 9th

Feb in 2016, the latest news in SMD was released on 10th and 9th in UDN, we can
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know that Taiwanese media has a more faster action to processing the news than

Chinese media. In addition, although there is only 1 article dedicated to Mong Kok

civil unrest in SMD with more than 1000 words, the several subtitles were used in this

“big” size report.

Subheadings in SMD:

a. Event review.

b. Mr.Leung (the president of Hong Kong): The handling method of Hong Kong

police is restrained.

c. Gave thanks to Hong Kong police officers for maintaining law and order.

d. All society support the solemn law enforcement of Hong Kong police.

Obviously, the “main topic” in the latest news of SMD is Hong Kong police, there are

3 headlines relevant with it, while the event process just as a small part in the whole

news. These main topics are associated with a semantic function, such as cause,

consequence, or actor, these indicate the semantic structure defining the relations

between macro propositions, as well as the functions of specific elements of macro

propositions (Van Dijk, 1988, p.76). Thus, the topics in the thematic structure of SMD

was presented in table 5.4.1(2)

Topics Sub-topics

1. Mong Kok civil unrest review

(cause,consequence,actors)

 Some Illegal business operators in Mong

Kok against law enforcement officers and

then a clash outbreak between police and

public people.

 There are 61 people were arrested.

 More than 90 policemen and several

journalists were injured.

2. Hong Kong

Government statements

(The president Mr.Leung statement

And the Commissioner of Police

 Mr.Leung declared this event is “riot” and

gave thanks for police officer and

condolences to the injured police officer

and journalists.
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Mr.Lu statement)  Mr. Lu declared that the police taken a

appropriate method to solve the clash and

also thanks for citizen’s supporting and the

help from journalists.

3. Hong Kong society reflection.  The violence in Mong Kok was condemned

in the whole society.

 All society paid the tribute to police force.

Table 5.4.1(2) Thematic structure of SMD

United Daily News:

Four articles were released in 9th Feb 2016 in UDN, all these 4 articles are middle size

and have no subtitles. Topics in thematic structure of the news report in UDN were

presented in the following table:

Topics Sub-topics

1.Introduction of Mong

Kok civil unrest.

(cause,process,consequenc

e)

 Some unlicensed individual business traders were

driven away by FEHD, then some social group

supported these traders and against FEHD.

 Police officers were attacked by demonstrators

then ,the police fired warning shots in the air.

 Demonstrators attacked police and set fire in street.

 There are 54 people were arrested, including 3

college students, more than 40 policemen and

journalists were injured.

2. The reaction of Hong

Kong government.

 Mr.Leung went to hospital to visited the injured

policemen and journalists.

 Hong Kong government condemned the act of mob.

 Hong Kong government suggested citizen try not to

go to the happening place.

 Mong Kok Police Commander stated that the police
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shoot in air because they were attacked by some

demonstrators.

 Mr. Lu declared that this clash was seen as “riot”

due to the public safety was endangered, but they

defined this clash as “riot” is not a legal definition..

3.The reaction of Hong

Kong society.

 Some social group and party announced that they

are supporting police, because this “riot”had

already endangered the personal safety of police

officer and other people.

 Some people criticized the act of police because of

the gun was used by police to terrorized the

demonstrators.

Table 5.4.1(3) Thematic structure of UDN

5.4.2 Summary qualitative research findings.

Comparing the thematic structures in SMD and UDN, some findings are found as

follows:

In the latest day’s report, SMD and UDN seem to used a similar main structure to

report the Mong Kok civil unrest, both of them reported the event situation, Hong

Kong government’s response and the reaction of society. However, in the part of event

introduction, the sub-topics in UDN are quite wider than SMD, “the police were

attacked by demonstrators and then they shoot twice in air”, this message was

avoided by SMD, besides, the detailed action both of police and demonstrators do not

mentioned either.

Compared with UDN, the highlight part of SMD is how Hong Kong government

treated this clash, the statement of the president and commissioner of Police were

emphasized in reports, while there is no content about the commissioner of Police

declared that this clash was seen as a “riot” has no meaning of legal in SMD’s news.
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SMD presented a single voice from the Hong Kong society, the “riot” was condemned.

By contrast, UDN provided there are also some people criticized the police’s behavior.

Furthermore, in UDN’s news, the public safety and personal safety were mentioned in

their articles, while SMD is tend to expressed how police and journalists worked well.

5.5 Analysis and Discussion

Based on the quantitative and qualitative research, it is obviously to found the

differences between Chinese and Taiwanese media on reporting Mong Kok civil

unrest. They have an obvious gap in news numbers and article size on reporting a

same news, they chose different news angle and the different highlights concerns.

China’s media, have a small numbers and article size compared with Taiwanese media,

they contributed a large part focused on the government’s reaction and seldom to use

the event’s situation photo, however, Taiwanese media are more interested on “what is

happening ? ” and they provided a detailed and real-time information regarding to

Mong Kok civil unrest, also more critical editorials than Chinese media both in

government and society.

In the aspect of word choice, all Chinese media use “riot” to describe the Mong Kok

civil unrest, while, the term “clash” was used mostly in Taiwanese media. It could be

found that Chinese official government declared this event as riot, the media followed

up by the direction of government. Moreover, there are no criticized views about the

purpose that Chinese government strongly pointed out it is a “riot”. According to the

experience and knowledge of author, the Chinese Propaganda Office controlled the

news released, there is a tight censorship of press, thus, all reports should in the same

way with the Chinese government.

In Taiwanese media, a great amount of “facts” about the whole event is reported,

which including the “real situation” photo from the scene of the event, the detailed

cause, relevant people’s action and event results, the readers could get an “immersive

feeling” of the event, they could judge the event based on their personal feeling.
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Differs from Chinese media, they paid less attention on introduced the event, a noun

“riot” instead of the specific dynamic action in most Chinese news. As mentioned in

previous introduction of CDA, the nominalization would weaken the feeling of action,

it seems like Chinese media directly told their readers the event is “riot”, there is no

doubt to think who is right in this event, there is a very less space for readers to judge

by themselves.

Moreover, in Chinese media news reports, there are plenty of indirect speech released,

most of these indirect speech from the president and other government officials. For

example, one of article from SMD on 10th Feb. 2016, the sentence of “the president

Mr. Leung said” was used as the first sentence of every paragraph in the whole news

content. According to the CDA, reporters always use indirect speech to express their

attitude. Compared with SMD, the direct speech from reporter was a big part of news,

such as there is a news from UDN on 10th, Feb.2016, the reporter also released that

“she felt scared when the police shoot during the clash, she was very shocked that

police shoot suddenly without words and why Hong Kong became like this? “ Thus, it

shown a “strange” behavior in China’s media through comparison, reporters are

seldom to report their personal feeling, we have reason to doubt if Chinese reporters

really agree with all government statements? Or they were controlled to comment on

this kind of news? However, this question just could be a hypothesis, it is hard to find

the answer in author’s position.

The gap between Chinese and Taiwanese news report had shown obviously, Chinese

media has more limitation compared with Taiwanese media on reporting a same topic.

Thus, Trilling’s model is used to deal with the existed analysis results. As presented in

previous chapter that Trilling provided three dimensions to analyze the press freedom,

which is history, culture and economical factors respectively.

China is recognized as one of the four great ancient civilizations of the world which

with around 5000 years of history (Handa,L., 2002, p.1). In Chinese history, the Qin
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Dynasty was the first unified, multi-national and power-centralized state, the feudal

centralized monarchy was established, and the emperor system was the core of

autocratic monarchy. However, Xinhai Revolution in 1911 overthrew China's last

imperial dynasty (the Qing dynasty), and established the Republic of China, then

China's two thousand years of autocratic monarchy was over in 1912. After the PRC

was established in 1949, the Communist Party declared that People's Congress

System which represented the Democratic Centralism was implemented in China,

Regarding to the Democratic Centralism, there are four fundamental principles as

follows:

(1) Individual obeys organization;

(2) The minority obeys the majority;

(3) Subordinate obeys superior;

(4) The whole party obeys the central authorities;

Although the authorities claimed that the Democratic Centralism is combined the

central centralization and local decentralization, the awareness of “subordinate obeys

superior” still exist so far, hence, the consciousness of Democratic Centralism had

already deep-rooted in the whole nation and central authorities, the media as a part of

society was controlled by state due to the principles of democratic centralism: in the

state’s subconscious, the media as a subordinate has to obeys the superior. As proved

in previous research, the SMD keep a same position with Chinese government and has

no power to criticize the view of government. Thus, this deep-rooted concept of

centralization constrained the press freedom to some extent.

On the other hand, Confucianism is the mainstream of Chinese ideology and culture.

The Confucian values have a big impact both in citizens and leaders, in current China,

the president Xi emphasized Confucian values many times, according to a report from

Deutsche Welle, the president Xi is almost the emperor of modern China, in a recent

speech, the president Xi pointed out the both of the socialism values and Chinese

traditional values should be respected in the whole state, furthermore, he also

suggested that the Confucian values in the same level as Marxism in China. Moreover,
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Ezra F. Vogel, a sociologist of Harvard University said that “the Anti-corruption

movement get the support from Chinese citizen, however, the power-balanced

problem has not been solved yet in China, most power are centralized in President’s

hands, even all the national media try their best to support him.” (Mingzhou, X.,2014)

Now, it could be more easier to explain why there is no Chinese government critical

reports in Chinese media on reporting Mong Kok civil unrest, the responsibility of

national media is to protect government and communist party, they work for “central

authority”, the relation between media and government is similar with the relation of

“emperor and courtiers”, according to the Confucian value, the “courtiers”’s

responsibility is to support and obey “emperor”. Therefore, the deeply-rooted

Confucian value in national leader and subordinate would also interpret the limitation

of press freedom.

Lastly, media are either repressed or have some limitations in hopes of keeping the

economic stability it has formed, China has an exploding economy and continued

desire for market power (Trilling, 2010, p.109). It is reasonable that the economy

relates with press freedom, however, due to this research, it has no evidence to prove

that the Chinese media was constrained by economic factors based on the research

result, thus, how economy impact on press freedom need further more research in

future.

6. Conclusion

According to the quantitative and qualitative analysis, the differences between

Chinese and Taiwanese media on reporting a same internal news are quite clear. There

are three mainstream media were picked up from each side as the representatives of

media in China and Taiwan due to the limitation of time and paper length. The news

report is one part of media freedom practice, how Chinese and Taiwanese practice

media freedom also proved in the research.

The research questions are: (1) What are the differences between Chinese and

Taiwanese media on reporting a same internal event? How Chinese and Taiwanese
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media practice media freedom? (2) How media freedom constrained by state, society

and culture in China? The answers of research questions were presented as follows:

(1) There are obvious differences between Chinese and Taiwanese media on reporting

a same internal event.

- News quantities: Chinese and Taiwanese media have big differences on the numbers

of news when they reported the Mong Kok civil unrest, 29 articles in China and 58

articles in Taiwan. We can see that Chinese media paid less attention on Hong Kong’s

civil event, and only 3 editorials were released.

- News size: Most of Chinese media reported Mong Kok civil unrest with a small size

reports, 20 articles are below 500 words. However, Taiwanese media is prefer to use

middle size with 35 articles. This result indicated that it seems to be a“big”news for

Taiwan, but Chinese media do not think so.

- Photo usage: This is very interesting that Chinese media just and only use one photo

of Hong Kong’s president when they reported the Mong Kok civil unrest, there is

nothing about the event situation to show for Chinese readership.By contrast, 16

photos were released by Taiwanese media and 12 are the scene of this clash. Author

cannot find the reason why Chinese media do not use the “clash photo”, but this may

due to the Chinese media censorship.

- News angles/key messages: Chinese and Taiwanese shown a different interests

towards Mong Kok civil unrest, Chinese media concentrated more on government

statements and reaction both in China and Hong Kong. However, Taiwanese media

put their focus on “what is happening in Mong Kok?” They released more news on

the event itself.

- Means of expression: Both of Chinese and Taiwanese media has a similar thematic

structure, event description, government reaction and social reaction. The differences

are Chinese media try to build a situation that the whole Hong Kong society has a

same voice, the “riot”should be condemned , some different voice not released in their

reports. Moreover, the word “riot”and many indirect speech are used by Chinese

media. While Taiwanese media use “clash”to describe the Mong Kok civil unrest and

the direct speech from journalists were released more in their reports.
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According to the differences between Chinese and Taiwanese media, Taiwanese

media is more free than Chinese media when they released a news, the personal

opinion of journalists could be written in news reports, the critical editorials of

government could released freely as well. However, Chinese media seems like

controlled tightly, all reports has the same position with government, the editorials of

Chinese government reaction do not show up in social media. Generally speaking, the

analysis shows that it is not just whether or not news is reported that shows Chinese

media censorship, but also how it is reported.

Considering the second research question, How media freedom constrained by state,

society and culture in China? The three models of Trilling were used, and then the

answer came out as follows:

The autocratic monarchy existed in China more than 2000 years, since the PRC was

established in 1949, the Communist Party declaimed that the Democratic Centralism

was implemented in China, the Democratic Centralism emphasized the value of

“subordinate obeys superior”, thus, considered the media was controlled by state, the

basic value of centralism had already deeply rooted in nation, especially the

communist leader. As a result, the media freedom was constrained by the historical

roots of centralism. On the other hand, the Confucian value has a strong impact on

Chinese society, the president Xi attaches great importance on Chinese traditional

culture, Xi has a passion to centralized power on himself, media also as a tool to

support him, hence, the media freedom was also constrained by Chinese Confucian

value to some extent. In Trilling’s third model, he pointed out the market dominance

could also impact press freedom, however, it has no relevant evidence to prove

economic factors impact on media freedom in this research.

In general, the author compared the news reports between Chinese and Taiwanese

media. The aim is to make a contribution on Chinese media freedom study, the news
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reports as a lens of media , the general current phenomenon of media freedom in

China could be realized. However, although the analysis results are not totally

presented the situation of the whole media in China due to the limitation of sample

size, the research can provide some evidences that press freedom is limited seriously

in China. In addition, the historical roots and Chinese culture could constrained

Chinese media freedom to some extent, but the media freedom is a very complex

topic, it could be impact by abundant factors with different analysis dimensions.

Therefore, the further studies could be done in this area in future. The findings and

analysis of this research may bring out new elements into the study of media freedom

in different regimes.
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